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Abstract  14 

Previous studies have shown that the cholinergic nucleus basalis of Meynert and its white matter 15 

projections are affected in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) dementia and mild cognitive impairment 16 

(MCI). However, it is still unknown if these alterations can be found in individuals with 17 

subjective cognitive decline (SCD), and whether they are more pronounced than changes found 18 

in conventional brain volumetric measurements. To address these questions, we investigated 19 

microstructural alterations of two major cholinergic pathways in individuals along the AD 20 

continuum using an in vivo model of the human cholinergic system based on neuroimaging.   21 
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We included 405 participants (53 AD, 66 MCI, 174 SCD, and 112 healthy controls) from the 1 

Deutsches Zentrum für Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen (DZNE) Longitudinal Cognitive 2 

Impairment and Dementia Study (DELCODE). We modelled the cholinergic white matter 3 

pathways with an enhanced diffusion neuroimaging pipeline that included probabilistic fiber-4 

tracking methods and prior anatomical knowledge. The integrity of the cholinergic white matter 5 

pathways was compared between stages of the AD continuum, in the whole cohort and in a CSF 6 

amyloid-beta stratified subsample. The discriminative power of the integrity of the pathways 7 

was compared to the conventional volumetric measures of hippocampus and nucleus basalis of 8 

Meynert, using a receiver operating characteristics analysis. A multivariate model was employed 9 

to investigate the role of these pathways in relation to cognitive performance.  10 

We found that the integrity of the cholinergic white matter pathways was significantly reduced 11 

in all stages of the AD continuum, including individuals with SCD. The differences involved 12 

posterior cholinergic white matter in the SCD stage and extended to anterior frontal white matter 13 

in MCI and AD dementia stages. Both cholinergic pathways and conventional volumetric 14 

measures showed higher predictive power in the more advanced stages of the disease, i.e., MCI 15 

and AD dementia. In contrast, the integrity of cholinergic pathways was more informative in 16 

distinguishing SCD from healthy controls, as compared with the volumetric measures. The 17 

multivariate model revealed a moderate contribution of the cholinergic white matter pathways 18 

but not of volumetric measures towards memory tests in the SCD and MCI stages.  19 

In conclusion, we demonstrated that cholinergic white matter pathways are altered already in 20 

SCD individuals, preceding the more widespread alterations found in MCI and AD. The 21 

integrity of the cholinergic pathways identified the early stages of AD better than conventional 22 
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volumetric measures such as hippocampal volume or volume of cholinergic nucleus basalis of 1 

Meynert.   2 

 3 
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Introduction  1 

Current research in the field of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
1–3

 suggests that pathological changes 2 

in the human brain can be observed decades before the onset of clinically detectable dementia.
4
 3 

Therefore, a disease continuum has been described, ranging from subjective cognitive decline 4 

(SCD) or preclinical AD to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and fully developed dementia.
5
 In 5 

the later stages of the continuum, major pathological and clinical changes are present, e.g., 6 

extracellular amyloid-beta (Aβ) plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) pathology, 7 

memory loss, and other cognitive alterations.
6
 However, the brain changes taking place in the 8 

very early stages are less known. Capturing the earliest neurodegenerative changes is challenging 9 

because conventional quantitative biomarkers might not be sensitive enough. 10 

Neurons in the hippocampus, basal forebrain (BF) and its subregion including the nucleus basalis 11 

of Meynert (NBM), are selectively vulnerable to AD pathology.
7
 Both hippocampus and NBM 12 

are among the first brain structures to show signs of deterioration. They can be assessed through 13 

in vivo volumetric measurements based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
8
 Recent studies 14 

have shown that NBM volume is an earlier biomarker of AD-like neurodegeneration, as 15 

compared with the more conventional hippocampal volumetric measures.
9
 This finding suggests 16 

that the loss of NBM neurons might be one of the earliest events of neurodegeneration in AD. 17 

The NBM and its cholinergic circuitry are heavily involved in cognitive decline characteristic of 18 

aging and age-related disorders, including AD.
10

 Furthermore, neurons with long axonal 19 

connections are particularly susceptible to AD-related pathology.
11

 These vulnerable groups of 20 

neurons seem to follow a dying-back pattern of degeneration, in which defects in myelinisation 21 

and synaptic dysfunction forego somatic cell death.
11

 There is also evidence that the early white 22 

matter (WM) changes can be observed in vivo using diffusion MRI.
12,13

 A recent study 23 
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demonstrated alterations in mean diffusivity of NBM WM projections in patients with AD and 1 

patients with MCI, using diffusion MRI.
14

 What remains unknown is how cholinergic projections 2 

change in the preclinical stage of AD and how these changes relate to other common biomarkers.     3 

The overall goal of the current study was to investigate neurodegeneration of the human 4 

cholinergic system using diffusion-weighted MRI across the stages of the AD continuum. We 5 

hypothesised that microstructural biomarkers (diffusion-based imaging indices) would detect 6 

signs of neurodegeneration earlier in the AD continuum than conventional volumetric measures 7 

(hippocampal and NBM volumes). Our first aim was to investigate differences in cholinergic 8 

WM pathways between stages of the AD continuum and a control group (healthy controls, HC), 9 

and to compare their predictive power to the volumetric measures. The second aim was to 10 

demonstrate the association of WM pathways and NBM volumetric changes with cognitive 11 

performance across stages of the AD continuum. As cognitive measures, we focused on attention 12 

and memory as they are known to be mediated by the cholinergic circuitry.
15

 Our diagnostic 13 

groups of SCD, MCI, and AD dementia are clinically in the AD continuum but since they rely on 14 

a clinical diagnosis, it is possible that some individuals do not have an Alzheimer’s pathologic 15 

change as defined currently by a positive amyloid-beta biomarker.
6
 For this reason, to confirm 16 

our results in a biomarker-supported AD continuum subsample, we repeated all our analyses in a 17 

subsample of amyloid-positive SCD, MCI, and AD dementia groups, as well as amyloid-18 

negative HC. 19 
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Materials and methods  1 

Participants 2 

We used data from the interim baseline data set of the multicenter DZNE-longitudinal Cognitive 3 

Impairment and Dementia Study (DELCODE), conducted by the German Center for 4 

Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE).
16

 After excluding all cases with insufficient image quality, 5 

diffusion MRI data from 402 participants from ten centers were included (52 AD, 66 MCI, 172 6 

SCD, and 112 HC). The participants underwent a clinical assessment of their cognitive status, 7 

including the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)
17

 and an extensive neuropsychological 8 

testing battery as described previously.
16

 Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Geriatric 9 

Depression Scale (GDS).
18

 The DELCODE exclusion criteria are current major depressive 10 

episode, past or present major psychiatric disorders, neurological diseases other than AD or MCI, 11 

or unstable medical conditions.
16

 12 

SCD was defined as a persistent self-perceived cognitive impairment in the absence of objective 13 

cognitive impairment, lasting at least for six months and being unrelated to an acute event.
19

 The 14 

MCI patients met the core clinical criteria for MCI according to National Institute on Aging-15 

Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) workgroup guidelines.
20

 The AD patients had a clinical 16 

diagnosis of probable AD dementia according to the NIA-AA workgroup guidelines.
21

 17 

Additionally, for a subsample, we requested amyloid positivity for the SCD, MCI, and AD 18 

dementia groups. 19 

The HC participants had no objective cognitive impairment in cognitive tests, no history of 20 

neurological or psychiatric disease, and did not report a self-perceived cognitive decline. For a 21 

subsample, we requested amyloid negativity for the HC group.  22 
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All participants or their legal representatives provided written informed consent. The study 1 

protocol was approved by the local institutional review boards and ethics committees of the 2 

participating centers. DELCODE was conducted in accord with the Helsinki Declaration of 3 

1975. 4 

Cognitive Assessment  5 

DELCODE employs an extensive neuropsychological test battery covering specific domains of 6 

memory, executive functions, language, visuospatial abilities, as well as attention and working 7 

memory.
16

 The following tests of memory and attention were selected according to the aims of 8 

the current study: selected tasks of the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale–Cognitive 13-9 

item subscale (ADAS-Cog 13),
22

 including ADAS word list learning (immediate recall), ADAS 10 

word list recall (delayed recall), and ADAS figure learning, to assess verbal and spatial episodic 11 

memory. Attention was measured with the oral form of the Symbol-Digit-Modalities Test
23

 and 12 

the Trail Making Test A and B
24

 forms.  13 

CSF biomarkers 14 

Procedures for CSF acquisition, processing, and analysis in DELCODE have been previously 15 

described.
16

 In the current study, we used the CSF Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio as a biomarker for amyloid-16 

β pathology, CSF–phosphorylated tau181 levels as a biomarker for tau neurofibrillary tangles, 17 

and total CSF tau levels as a biomarker for unspecific neurodegeneration, according to the most 18 

recent NIA-AA guidelines AT(N) system.
6
 The cut-off value for the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio was 19 

< 0.09, based on a previous study
25

: cases below the cut-off of 0.09 were designated amyloid 20 

positive and cases above the cut-off as amyloid negative. CSF biomarkers were determined using 21 
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commercially available kits according to vendor specifications: V-PLEX Aβ Peptide Panel 1 1 

(6E10) Kit (K15200E) and V-PLEX Human Total Tau Kit (K151LAE) (Mesoscale Diagnostics 2 

LLC, Rockville, USA), and Innotest Phospho-Tau(181P) (81581; Fujirebio Germany GmbH, 3 

Hannover, Germany). 4 

CSF was sampled in those participants who consented to a lumbar punction (overall CSF 5 

sampling rate in DELCODE is around 50%). In the current study, we report the data for all 6 

participants with available CSF samples (n = 185, Supplementary Table 1). Participants with 7 

CSF samples did not differ from participants without CSF samples (n = 217) in key demographic 8 

variables and MMSE scores (Supplementary Table 2). 9 

 10 

APOE genotyping 11 

Genotypes for rs7412 and rs429358, the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) defining the ε-12 

2, ε-3, and ε-4 alleles of APOE, were genotyped using the commercially available TaqMan® 13 

SNP Genotyping Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific). Both SNP assays were amplified on genomic 14 

DNA using a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (ThermoFisher Scientific). Visual inspection 15 

of cluster formation was performed for each SNP before genotype data were used to define ε-2, 16 

ε-3, and ε-4 alleles in each sample. Participants were classified as APOE4 carriers if they were 17 

ε3/ε4 or ε4/ε4 carriers. 18 

MRI Acquisition 19 

The data were acquired from ten Siemens 3.0 Tesla MRI scanners using identical acquisition 20 

parameters and harmonised procedures. To ensure high image quality throughout the acquisition 21 
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phase, all scans had to pass a semiautomated quality check during the study conduction so that 1 

protocol deviations could be reported to the study sites, and the acquisition at the respective site 2 

could be adjusted.  3 

High-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were obtained using a sagittal magnetisation-4 

prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (field of view 256 × 256 mm, matrix size 5 

256 × 256, isotropic voxel size 1 mm, echo time 4.37 ms, flip angle 7°, repetition time 2500 ms, 6 

number of slices 192, parallel imaging acceleration factor 2). 7 

An axial diffusion sequence was measured based on a single-shot echo planar imaging multi-8 

shell sequence (field of view 240 × 240 mm, matrix size 120 × 120, isotropic voxel size 2 mm, 9 

repetition time 12100 ms, echo time 88 ms, flip angle 90°, number of slices 72, parallel imaging 10 

acceleration factor 2) with two diffusion-weighted shells at b = 700 s/mm
2
 (30 volumes), and b = 11 

1000 s/mm
2
 (30 volumes). The sequence included 10 non-diffusion-weighted scans (b = 0 12 

s/mm
2
) evenly interspersed throughout the diffusion-weighted volumes. 13 

A B0 field map was collected with matching geometry for use in unwarping EPI distortions due 14 

to magnetic field inhomogeneity.
26

 The field map acquisition was performed with a 3D dual-15 

echo spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence (field of view 240 x 240 mm, matrix size 80 x 80, 16 

isotropic voxel size 3 mm, number of slices 48, repetition time 675 ms, echo time 1 = 4.92 ms, 17 

echo time 2 = 7.38 ms, flip angle 60°). 18 

Diffusion MRI-based modelling of the human cholinergic system 19 

To characterise the microstructural properties of the human cholinergic system, a diffusion MRI-20 

based in vivo model was derived. We followed the procedure described in a previous study.
27

 21 
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Briefly, the diffusion-weighted imaging data were preprocessed using FSL.
28

 The non-brain 1 

tissue was removed,
29

 EPI distortion was corrected using EPI-based field mapping,
30

 and eddy 2 

currents and head motion were corrected.
31

  3 

The estimation of the diffusion parameters in a standard ball-and-sticks model
32

 for each voxel 4 

was performed with the graphics processing units accelerated version of the bedpostX toolbox,
33

 5 

considering three fibres modelled per voxel.  6 

Next, two WM pathways originating from the NBM were captured, one traversing through the 7 

cingulum and one through the external capsule.
34

 The NBM region of interest (ROI) was based 8 

on a cytoarchitectonic map of BF cholinergic nuclei in MNI space, derived from combined 9 

histology and in cranio MRI of a post-mortem brain.
35

 The cingulum and external capsule masks 10 

were based on the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) WM atlas, available as part of the FSL 11 

package.
36

 12 

Probabilistic tracking was performed by repeating 5000 random samples from each of the NBM 13 

ROI voxels and propagated through the local probability density functions of the estimated 14 

diffusion parameters.
37

 Only the tracts traversing through the cingulum or external capsule ROI 15 

were kept. 16 

Next, an unbiased template was created based on B0 pre-processed images from all HC cases 17 

using the Advanced Normalisation Tools (ANTs, http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/). After that, both 18 

pathways (through cingulum and external capsule) of all HC cases were non-linearly warped into 19 

the space of this unbiased template. Finally, pathway-specific binary masks were created by 20 

considering all the individual warped tracts and retaining only the voxels that were present (i.e., 21 
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14 

met by at least one fibre) in at least 60% of the cases. The 60% group threshold was chosen by 1 

visual inspection so that the resulting pathways were extensive yet still specific.  2 

Extraction of diffusion indices 3 

To characterise the microstructure properties of the tracked cholinergic pathways, we extracted 4 

the widely used indices of mean diffusivity (MD) and fraction anisotropy (FA) from the 5 

diffusion tensor model. 6 

We calculated an average value of MD and FA indices for each participant and pathway, i.e., an 7 

average value of the diffusion index map within the cingulum and external capsule binary masks.  8 

As a control, the remaining WM mask was created by excluding the two cholinergic WM 9 

pathways described above (i.e., a union of external capsule and cingulum pathways) from the 10 

whole WM mask. Then, we extracted the average values of MD and FA indices within the 11 

remaining WM mask using the same procedure. 12 

We favoured the MD index to the FA index for its reduced susceptibility to the crossing-fibre 13 

problem. Nonetheless, we report FA results in the global analysis for reference. 14 

NBM and hippocampal volumes 15 

To evaluate the cell body damage of the cholinergic neurons, the NBM volume was estimated 16 

from the T1-weighted MR images. First, all the images were skull-stripped
29

 and corrected for 17 

bias field.
38

 Then, a non-linear spatial transformation to the MNI space where the NBM ROI 18 

resides was derived using ANTs. Finally, an individual NBM volume was calculated as the 19 

number of gray matter (GM) voxels with the back-transformed NBM ROI in native T1-weighted 20 
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space. The GM segmentation was obtained from the FSL’s Automated Segmentation Tool 1 

(FAST).
38

 The final NBM volume was adjusted by partial volume information provided by 2 

FAST. The total intracranial volume (TIV) was estimated based on the affine transformation in 3 

the FreeSurfer 6.0 image analysis suite (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). FreeSurfer was also 4 

used to segment the hippocampus (bilateral). Both the NBM and hippocampal volumes were 5 

normalised by the TIV to account for between-subject variability in head size.
39

 6 

WM hypointensities 7 

Previous studies have shown that the amount of small vessel disease (SVD) influences the 8 

integrity of the cholinergic WM pathways.
27,40

 Hence, we included information about SVD status 9 

by means of WH-hypointensities. WM-hypointensities on T1-weighted images strongly correlate 10 

with WM hyperintensities as seen on T2/FLAIR images,
41

 and with microstructural WM changes 11 

as measured on diffusion tensor imaging data.
42

 Segmentation of WM-hypointensities and 12 

corresponding volumetrics was performed on T1-weighted images using the probabilistic 13 

procedure implemented in FreeSurfer 6.0.
43

 14 

Statistical Analysis 15 

Statistical analysis was carried out using the R programming language (The R Foundation for 16 

Statistical Computing; version 4.0.3). Results were deemed statistically significant at two-tailed 17 

p < 0.05. 18 ACCEPTED M
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Demographics 1 

Demographics were group-wise compared between HC and all other diagnostic groups using 2 

independent t-tests for age and years of education, and Chi-square tests for sex and APOE 3 

genotype. Differences in cognitive measures and CSF biomarkers between diagnostic groups 4 

were compared using a one-way analysis of variance with covariates (ANCOVA) with age and 5 

sex as covariates. ANCOVA was followed by paired post hoc t-tests adjusting for multiple 6 

comparisons with the Tukey method. Our comparisons of interest were SCD vs. HC, MCI vs. 7 

HC, and AD dementia vs. HC. The extracted NBM and hippocampus volumes corrected for the 8 

TIV, and WM-hypointensities load were also compared using ANCOVA, controlling for age and 9 

sex. 10 

Pathway integrity comparison (global and voxel-wise) 11 

To assess the differences in the integrity of the tracked pathways between groups, we ran 12 

analysis both in aggregated (average, as a global measure) and voxel-wise manner. Firstly, we 13 

analysed group-wise differences of the FA and MD averages in the cingulum, external capsule, 14 

and remaining WM control mask using analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) with age and sex as 15 

covariates. ANCOVA was followed by paired post hoc t-tests adjusting for multiple comparisons 16 

with the Tukey method. Our comparisons of interest were SCD vs. HC, MCI vs. HC, and AD 17 

dementia vs. HC. However, we also report the results for the remaining pairs for the sake of 18 

completeness (SCD vs. MCI, SCD vs. AD dementia, and MCI vs. AD dementia). Next, to assess 19 

the more detailed spatial differences in the integrity of the pathways, we applied a voxel-wise 20 

generalised linear model (GLM) using permutation-based non-parametric testing (randomise),
44

 21 

and correcting for multiple comparisons across space (threshold-free cluster enhancement, 22 
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TFCE), with age and sex as covariates. For this, we previously warped all individual MD maps 1 

into a common space of the unbiased template using non-linear warp field originated from 2 

registering respective individual B0 images to the unbiased template. Significance maps were 3 

corrected for multiple comparisons using a familywise error rate of p < 0.05. To assess the 4 

association between CSF biomarkers of AD-related pathology and integrity in cholinergic WM 5 

pathways, we performed Pearson correlations. 6 

 7 

Importance analysis using random forest 8 

To assess the association of MRI markers of the cholinergic system with cognitive performance, 9 

we conducted several random forest (RF) analyses with cognitive performance as outcome 10 

variables and MD in the cingulum WM pathway, MD in the external capsule WM pathway, and 11 

NBM volume as predictors. We also included MD in the remaining WM as a negative control for 12 

the cholinergic WM. Further, we included WM-hypointensities as an extra predictor because our 13 

clinical groups differed in WM hypointensity load, and we had previously demonstrated that 14 

WM hypointensities make a major contribution to integrity in cholinergic WM pathways.
27,45

 15 

Finally, we also included age, sex and years of education to consider the contribution of these 16 

variables, as they usually influence cognitive performance. To compare the role of the integrity 17 

of the cholinergic pathways and the NBM volume along the AD continuum, we created two 18 

separate RF models, one for HC and SCD combined and one for MCI and AD combined. We 19 

combined the groups to gain sufficient statistical power, keeping separated RF models for groups 20 

with normal cognition (HC and SCD) and groups with impaired cognition (MCI and AD 21 

dementia).    22 
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We used RF regression with a conditional inference tree for unbiased variable selection. RF is an 1 

ensemble method in machine learning that involves growing multiple decision trees via bootstrap 2 

aggregation (bagging). Each tree predicts a classification independently and votes for the 3 

corresponding class. The majority of the votes decides the overall prediction.
46,47

 RF has 4 

important advantages over other regression techniques in terms of ability to handle highly non-5 

linear biological data, robustness to noise, and tuning simplicity.
48

 6 

Conditional feature importance scores for random forest were computed by measuring the 7 

increase in prediction error if the values of a variable under question are permuted within a grid 8 

defined by the covariates that are associated with the variable of interest. This score is computed 9 

for each constituent tree and averaged across the entire ensemble. The conditional feature 10 

importance scores were designed to diminish an undesirable effect of preference of correlated 11 

predictor variables. Variables receiving higher importance scores are more likely to be closely 12 

linked to the output variable (cognitive scores). The RF was comprised of 2000 conditional 13 

inference trees. The party package
49

 was used for this analysis. 14 

Biomarker discriminative power (ROC analysis) 15 

To investigate the capacity of the suggested biomarkers (integrity of all considered pathways and 16 

BF and hippocampus volumes) to discriminate the different clinical groups from the HC group, 17 

the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was carried out. The analysis was 18 

performed each time between the HC group and one of the clinical groups, resulting in three 19 

different performance models (one for SCD, one for MCI, and one for AD dementia subjects). 20 

Next, we computed the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for each curve as a cumulative statistic 21 
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of the overall discriminative power of the biomarker in question. AUCs were then pair-wise 1 

compared using the bootstrap method (2000 replications) from the pROC package.
50

  2 

Data availability 3 

Requests for access to the data and code used in this study should be directed to the 4 

corresponding author. Our data sharing complies with the requirements of our funders and 5 

institutes, as well as with institutional ethics approval. 6 

Results  7 

Demographic characteristics, cognitive performance, and MRI and 8 

CSF biomarkers across study groups 9 

Demographic data are shown in Table 1. All clinical groups (SCD, MCI, AD dementia) were 10 

significantly older than the HC group (pSCD = 0.005, pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001). The SCD and 11 

MCI groups had a higher frequency of men than the HC group (pSCD = 0.033, pMCI = 0.004). The 12 

AD dementia group had significantly fewer years of education (pAD < 0.001) and together with 13 

the MCI group showed worse performance in the MMSE than the HC group (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 14 

0.001). MCI and AD dementia groups (but not SCD) performed worse than the HC group in 15 

ADAS word list learning (immediate recall) (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001), ADAS figure learning 16 

(recall) (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001), Trail making test A (pMCI = 0.043, pAD < 0.001), Trail 17 

making test B (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001), and symbol digit modalities (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 18 

0.001). There were differences in ADAS word list learning (delayed recall) in all diagnostic 19 

groups when compared with the HC group (pSCD = 0.043, pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001). 20 
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NBM and hippocampal volumes were significantly lower in all clinical groups as compared with 1 

the HC group (NBM volume: pSCD = 0.049, pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001, hippocampal volume: 2 

pSCD = 0.018, pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001), with age and sex adjusted in the model. WM-3 

hypointensity volume was significantly higher only in MCI and AD dementia groups as 4 

compared with the HC group (pMCI = 0.031, pAD < 0.001), with age and sex adjusted in the 5 

model. The frequency of APOE4 carriers was significantly higher only in the MCI and AD 6 

groups in comparison to the HC group (pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001). Qualitative inspection shows 7 

that 31% of the SCD individuals were APOE4 carriers, while only 22% of the HC individuals 8 

were APOE4 carriers. 9 

The subset with available CSF biomarkers (N = 185, 46% of the total sample) showed no 10 

significant differences between SCD and HC groups in any of the CSF biomarkers. On the other 11 

hand, MCI and AD dementia groups showed a significant decrease in the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio, and a 12 

significant increase in total tau and p-tau181 levels (Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio: pMCI < 0.001, pAD < 0.001, 13 

total tau: pMCI = 0.035, pAD < 0.001, p-tau181: pMCI = 0.044, pAD < 0.001), as compared with the 14 

HC group. Moreover, MCI and AD dementia groups also showed a significant decrease in the 15 

Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio, and a significant increase in total tau and p-tau181 levels (p < 0.001 in all 16 

comparisons), as compared with the SCD group. All CSF biomarker analyses included age and 17 

sex as covariates. 18 

Integrity of cholinergic pathways along the AD continuum: global 19 

analysis  20 

Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 6 show the average FA and MD values of the tracked pathways 21 

along the AD continuum, with all analyses controlled for age and sex. We observed a significant 22 
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average decrease of FA and an average increase of MD in SCD individuals as compared with the 1 

HC group (p < 0.001 in all comparisons, for both pathways), demonstrating early alterations of 2 

cholinergic pathways in the AD continuum.  3 

The same differences in FA and MD average measures were observed in the MCI and AD 4 

dementia groups compared to the HC group (p < 0.001 in all comparisons, for both pathways). In 5 

the remaining WM, only the average FA values in MCI and AD, and the average MD values in 6 

SCD and AD showed significant differences when compared to the HC group (average FA: pMCI 7 

= 0.002, pAD < 0.001, average MD: pSCD = 0.020, pAD < 0.001).  8 

In the amyloid stratified subsample, we observed a similar pattern of findings in both cholinergic 9 

pathways (Supplementary Fig. 1). In contrast with the whole sample, the group differences in the 10 

remaining WM in SCD and MCI groups when compared to the HC group were non-significant. 11 

All pair-wise post hoc statistics are summarised in Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary 12 

Table 4. 13 

Lastly, we observed a statistically significant correlation between integrity of cholinergic WM 14 

pathways with CSF biomarkers of AD pathology: MD in cingulum pathway and A42/40: r(183) = 15 

-0.221, p < 0.01; MD in external capsule pathway and Aβ42/40: r(183) = -0.248, p < 0.001; MD in 16 

cingulum pathway and p-tau: r(183) = 0.169, p < 0.05; MD in external capsule pathway and p-tau: 17 

r(183) = 0.199, p < 0.01; MD in cingulum pathway and total tau: r(183) = 0.198, p < 0.01; and MD 18 

in external capsule pathway and total tau: r(183) = 0.247, p < 0.001. 19 ACCEPTED M
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Integrity of cholinergic pathways along the AD continuum: regional 1 

(voxel-wise) analysis 2 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show statistical maps of voxel-wise differences in MD between groups, in 3 

cingulum and external capsule pathways. All analyses were controlled for age and sex. 4 

The cingulum pathway (Fig. 2) showed significantly higher MD values in the retrosplenial and 5 

posterior cingulate already in the SCD group when compared with the HC, suggesting an early 6 

regional vulnerability of posterior cholinergic WM in the AD continuum. 7 

In the MCI group, these differences were spatially more pronounced and complemented by 8 

significant differences in a small area in the rostral anterior cingulate. In the AD dementia group, 9 

all the differences visible in the MCI group were present, but further spatially extended and were 10 

statistically more pronounced, with additional significant differences in the dorsal anterior 11 

cingulate. Differences in MD values in the WM underneath NBM emerged only in the MCI and 12 

AD dementia groups, but not in the SCD group, when compared with the HC group. This could 13 

suggest that it is distal cholinergic WM what shows the earliest alterations in the AD continuum. 14 

The external capsule pathway (Fig. 3) showed a resembling pattern of differences in MD values 15 

in the SCD and MCI groups: in the external capsule, retrosplenial and posterior cingulate, and 16 

parts of the uncinate fasciculus. In the AD dementia group, there were noticeable additional 17 

differences in temporal and prefrontal WM areas when compared with the HC group. Hence, 18 

again, these findings suggest an early regional vulnerability of posterior cholinergic WM in the 19 

AD continuum. 20 

The same overall pattern of results could be observed when we repeated the voxel-wise analysis 21 

in the amyloid stratified subsample (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3). Despite 22 
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the reduced statistical power, we again observed significant differences already in the SCD 1 

group, both in cingulum and external capsule pathways, which became more prominent in the 2 

MCI and AD groups. 3 

Contribution of the integrity of cholinergic pathways to cognitive 4 

performance 5 

Fig. 4 shows the degree of contribution of MD in cingulum and external capsule pathways, MD 6 

in remaining WM, WM-hypointensities, and NBM volume towards cognitive measures of 7 

memory and attention, as examined by random forest analysis. Additional independent variables 8 

were age, sex, and years of education. These analyses were conducted separately for the groups 9 

with normal cognition (HC and SCD) and the groups with impaired cognition (MCI and AD 10 

dementia). Independent variables in each plot in Fig. 4 are presented in descending order of their 11 

importance score.  12 

In the normal cognition groups (HC and SCD), sex, age, and years of education were among the 13 

most important variables in the prediction of ADAS memory tests. MD in the external capsule 14 

pathway had a stronger importance in attention tests (Symbol digit modalities test, and Trail 15 

making test B). NBM volume and WM-hypointensities received low importance scores in all the 16 

random forest models. Scores from the Trail making test A failed to be predicted by the 17 

respective random forest model.  18 

In the impaired cognition groups (MCI and AD dementia), NBM volume was among the most 19 

important predictors for ADAS word list learning and recall, Symbol digit modalities test and 20 

Trail making test B. MD in the external capsule pathway was important towards all ADAS 21 
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memory tests and Trail making test A. MD in the cingulum pathway was a noticeable contributor 1 

only in the prediction of Trail making test A. WM-hypointensities and MD in the remaining WM 2 

received low importance scores in all the random forest models. 3 

In summary, particularly the integrity of the external capsule pathway contributed to predict 4 

performance in attention tests in HC and SCD individuals. The contribution of cholinergic 5 

pathways (and NBM volume) to cognitive performance became stronger in the MCI and AD 6 

dementia groups, both for memory and attention tests, and also including the cingulum pathway. 7 

Integrity of cholinergic pathways discriminate the SCD group better 8 

than conventional volumetric measures (ROC analysis) 9 

The ROC curves and their corresponding AUCs indicated how well each of the considered 10 

biomarkers can be used to distinguish between a clinical group and the HC group. Please see Fig. 11 

5 for p-values and Supplementary Table 5 for AUC values. 12 

MD in the external capsule (ExCap) (AUCExCap = 0.736) performed significantly better than all 13 

the other biomarkers in distinguishing SCD from HC. The second-best performing biomarker 14 

was MD in the cingulum (Cing) (AUCCing = 0.713). AUCs of MD in the remaining WM (rem), 15 

NBM volume, and hippocampus volume had the lowest discriminative performance and were 16 

not significantly different from each other: AUCMD_rem = 0.663, AUCNBM_vol = 0.625, AUChipp_vol 17 

= 0.660. 18 

In the case of MCI, all biomarkers except for MD (rem. WM) reached statistically comparable 19 

high AUC values: AUCNBM_vol = 0.792, AUChipp_vol = 0.845, AUCMD_Cing = 0.813, AUCMD_ExCap = 20 
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0.833. In contrast, MD (rem. WM) performed significantly poorer than all the other biomarkers 1 

(AUCMD_rem = 0.676). 2 

For the AD dementia group, hippocampus volume, NBM volume, and MD (Ex. cap.) performed 3 

equally high: AUChipp_vol = 0.936, AUCNBM_vol = 0.936, AUCMD_ExCap = 0.901. P-values showed 4 

that MD (Cing) (AUCCing = 0.869) showed slightly worse performance than hippocampus 5 

volume and MD (ExCap), and MD (rem. WM) had the worst value (AUCMD_rem = 0.745). 6 

In summary, the results of the ROC analysis were stage specific. Cholinergic WM pathways 7 

outperformed other biomarkers in the SCD group. Generally, all the considered biomarkers 8 

performed better with a more advanced clinical stage of the disease in the AD continuum. 9 

The findings were very similar in the amyloid stratified subsample (Supplementary Fig. 4, 10 

Supplementary Table 4). In the amyloid-positive SCD cases, the NBM volume performed worse 11 

than all the other biomarkers. In the amyloid-positive MCI cases, MD (Cing), MD (ExCap) and 12 

hippocampus volume were better than NBM volume and MD (rem. WM). In the amyloid-13 

positive AD dementia cases, all biomarkers performed better than MD (rem. WM).  14 

Discussion  15 

We investigated DTI-based integrity of the human cholinergic system along the AD continuum, 16 

including SCD individuals as a group reflecting the preclinical stage of AD (particularly 17 

amyloid-positive SCD individuals). The study focused on the integrity of the cholinergic WM 18 

pathways, including differences between clinical stages, their predictive power compared to 19 

conventional volumetric MRI biomarkers, and their association to cognitive performance. We 20 

found reduced integrity of the cholinergic pathways in all the stages of the AD continuum (SCD, 21 
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MCI, and AD dementia). The spatial distribution of these differences followed a posterior-1 

anterior pattern. Differences in the SCD stage involved posterior cholinergic WM and, at more 2 

advanced stages, we also found differences in anterior frontal WM. All considered biomarkers 3 

(conventional volumetric and novel measures of WM integrity) showed higher predictive power 4 

at more advanced stages within the AD continuum. However, measures of the integrity of the 5 

cholinergic pathways were more informative in distinguishing SCD from HC than all other 6 

biomarkers. The multivariate models showed that the integrity of the cholinergic pathways and 7 

NBM volume, but not the integrity of the rest of WM, strongly contributed to performance in 8 

attention and memory in cognitively impaired individuals (MCI and AD dementia).  9 

In the whole sample, we found that the integrity of the cholinergic WM pathways was reduced in 10 

all stages of the AD continuum. The findings for the MCI and AD dementia groups thus agree 11 

with a recent study that showed that NBM degeneration is accompanied by alterations of 12 

cholinergic WM pathways in MCI and AD dementia.
14

 Additionally, a recent post-mortem study 13 

based on post-mortem MRI and histopathology reported no significant differences between AD 14 

and HC in cholinergic WM pathways, but demonstrated that decreased cholinergic cell density in 15 

NBM was associated with reduced integrity of cholinergic WM pathways towards the temporal 16 

lobe.
51

 Our current study extends these previous studies by showing that the integrity of 17 

cholinergic pathways is already altered at the stage of SCD.  18 

We did not observe any statistically significant differences in CSF biomarkers between the SCD 19 

and HC groups. These results are in line with previous studies that showed no significant 20 

differences in CSF biomarkers in SCD compared to HC.
52–55

 There are however some reports 21 

about significant differences in CSF biomarkers between SCD and HC groups.
56

 These 22 

differences have also been observed in CSF and PET AD biomarkers in SCD individuals who 23 
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progressed to MCI or dementia.
57,58

 The observed lack of statistical differences in our study and 1 

by others could mean that degeneration of the cholinergic system may precede measurable 2 

changes in conventional biomarkers for AD pathology (amyloid-β and tau biomarkers). A similar 3 

conclusion has been made by a study of basal forebrain volume.
59

 Alternatively, perhaps more 4 

sensitive CSF biomarkers such as N-224 could detect AD pathology in the absence of statistical 5 

differences for Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio and p-tau181 CSF biomarkers.
56,60

  6 

The reduced integrity of the cholinergic pathways in all stages of the AD continuum was 7 

replicated in the amyloid stratified subsample, thus supporting our findings both in clinically and 8 

biologically defined study groups. In addition, the integrity of the remaining WM was reduced in 9 

all stages of the continuum, in the whole sample. This global WM degeneration has also been 10 

reported by others.
61

 However, this reduction of integrity of remaining WM could not be clearly 11 

observed in the amyloid stratified subsample. Although this could be explained by the small 12 

sample size, the integrity of both cholinergic pathways remained significantly different between 13 

clinical groups and HC in the amyloid stratified subsample, hence, with the same sample size. 14 

This could possibly mean that while the remaining WM deteriorates and its changes in integrity 15 

provide information about the global degeneration, the considered cholinergic pathways and their 16 

integrity are particularly sensitive to an Alzheimer’s pathologic change (amyloid-β positivity). 17 

This hypothesis could be further supported by our statistically significant correlation between 18 

CSF amyloid-β levels and integrity of cingulum and external capsule pathways. In addition, we 19 

also showed a statistically significant correlation between CSF tau biomarkers and integrity of 20 

cingulum and external capsule pathways, supporting the association between cholinergic WM 21 

and AD-related pathology. Although there are no studies investigating in vivo cholinergic 22 

projections in AD other than the recent study by Schumacher et al.
14

, studies focusing on NBM 23 
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volume similarly reported that NBM volume is more closely associated with AD-related 1 

pathology than other GM areas.
59,62

 This finding is also supported by our ROC analysis, in which 2 

the integrity of remaining WM performed consistently poorer in all cases. 3 

Another finding this study provides is the spatial distribution of differences in WM integrity of 4 

the cholinergic pathways, along the AD continuum. We demonstrated that the SCD group 5 

already showed a clear pattern of reduced integrity in the retrosplenial and posterior cingulate 6 

cortex, as well as in the external capsule. These regions were previously identified as the ones 7 

with the earliest neuronal and metabolic changes and reduced connectivity, emerging as a 8 

vulnerable AD-associated epicenter.
63

 Also, these regions have been associated with early 9 

accumulation of amyloid in PET studies.
64

 Differences in the MCI group included the same areas 10 

as in the SCD group and, additionally, involved the rostral anterior cingulate. In AD dementia, 11 

WM integrity alterations extended to the dorsal anterior cingulate and temporal and prefrontal 12 

areas. These areas are usually associated with increased neuronal loss in MCI and AD 13 

dementia,
65

 but here we show involvement of the cholinergic WM. Despite the cross-sectional 14 

nature of our analyses, the replication of regional damage as the disease progresses, as well as 15 

the stepwise addition of cholinergic WM areas following a posterior-anterior pattern of 16 

degeneration is a robust finding. If replicated in longitudinal designs, these findings could help 17 

understanding the progression of cholinergic system changes in vivo, along the development of 18 

AD. 19 

Finally, random forest analysis showed a substantially different set of important predictors of 20 

cognitive scores in cognitively unimpaired and impaired groups. In the analysis of HC and SCD 21 

groups combined, it was mainly age, sex, and years of education that counted towards the 22 

cognitive performance. On top of that, the integrity of the external capsule pathway played a 23 
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moderately important role in tests of attention. The external capsule pathway projects to cortices 1 

involved in attention such as regions located in frontal lobe and posterior cortex. On the other 2 

hand, in the analysis involving cognitively impaired groups (MCI and AD dementia), integrity in 3 

the external capsule and cingulum pathways was important towards most of the tests of memory 4 

and attention. In addition to frontal and posterior cortical areas, the external capsule pathway also 5 

projects to cortices related to memory such as medial temporal structures. The cingulum pathway 6 

also projects to cortices related to memory such as hippocampal structures and posterior 7 

cingulate cortex. These findings reflect the role of cholinergic system in cognitive process of 8 

effortful attention and memory. Integrity in the remaining WM was not important. Similar results 9 

have recently been reported in studies conducted in healthy aging
27

 and in AD and dementia with 10 

Lewy bodies.
14,51

 In our cognitively unimpaired groups (HC and SCD), we could practically 11 

replicate the results in Nemy et al.
27

 which were based on independent data. Firstly, we observed 12 

that age and sex were important variables towards the prediction of most of the cognitive tests. 13 

Secondly, the integrity of cholinergic pathways received considerably high importance score 14 

only towards tests involving effortful attention. The difference in average age of 15 years 15 

between our current cohort and the participants in Nemy et al.
27

 suggests that these findings may 16 

be generalizable across age groups. In addition, in the current study we observed that NBM 17 

volume was important towards performance in memory and attention tests in the MCI and AD 18 

dementia groups. This is in line with other studies investigating AD
66

 and Parkinson’s disease,
67

 19 

which found that NBM volume is an important predictor of disease progression. Altogether, 20 

these findings suggest that the cholinergic system may deteriorate earlier in the WM, and NBM 21 

volume would follow in more advanced stages of the disease. In keeping with the posterior-22 

anterior pattern of WM cholinergic disruption, this observation might suggest that NBM starts 23 
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deteriorating when enough cholinergic WM damage has occurred. This dying-back pattern of 1 

degeneration known as ‘Wallerian-like degeneration’ has been demonstrated in AD in several 2 

experimental and pathological studies.
11,68

 All in all, these results illustrate the early involvement 3 

of cholinergic pathways in the AD continuum and add additional evidence that the employed 4 

methodology using DTI tracking is a promising and emerging potential biomarker of 5 

microstructural changes within earliest stages of AD.  6 

All the findings discussed above are further underlined by the results of our ROC analysis. 7 

Firstly, all considered biomarkers, both conventional volumetric and novel measures of WM 8 

integrity, showed higher predictive importance with the progression of the disease. This finding 9 

validates the conventional volumetric biomarkers but also suggests that the proposed measures of 10 

WM integrity are sensitive to neurodegeneration changes along the AD continuum. Consistent 11 

low predictive power of remaining WM integrity in ROC analysis points out that the measures of 12 

the cholinergic system pathways are not only sensitive but also specific. Secondly, the ROC data 13 

showed significantly better predictive power of integrity of cholinergic WM pathways than the 14 

conventional volumetric measures in the SCD group. This might suggest that the proposed 15 

cholinergic biomarkers are more suitable for detecting very early changes in the disease. Thirdly, 16 

whereas in the whole sample the predictive power of the NBM volume appeared approximately 17 

on the same level as the integrity of at least one of the cholinergic WM pathways, in the 18 

amyloid-positive subsample the NBM volume performed significantly worse than both 19 

cholinergic WM pathways in distinguishing SCD and MCI from HC. This further supports the 20 

hypothesis that alterations of cholinergic WM projections occur earlier than neurodegeneration 21 

in NBM, in the context of an Alzheimer’s pathologic change (amyloid-β positivity).  22 
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This study has some limitations. We primarily aimed to investigate cross-sectional differences 1 

along the AD continuum and interpretations about cholinergic WM pathways and clinical 2 

progression were based on different groups. Whereas this approach serves as a preliminary 3 

demonstration of early differences in cholinergic WM pathways in the SCD group, that extends 4 

to other WM areas in the MCI and AD dementia groups, it will be important to expand our 5 

current approach to include longitudinal analyses in the future. Longitudinal analyses will be 6 

needed to confirm our preliminary interpretation of cholinergic alterations preceding AD 7 

pathology (positivity both in amyloid-β and tau biomarkers). Next, CSF biomarkers were not 8 

available for all subjects in the cohort. Although the CSF biomarker subsample was large enough 9 

to allow for replication of the main results, the analysis would benefit from having an even larger 10 

CSF sample. Our comparison of participants with and without CSF data available did not show 11 

any difference in terms of key demographic variables and MMSE scores, suggesting a low risk 12 

for selection bias with regards the subsample with CSF data available. Furthermore, even with 13 

standardised MRI acquisition protocols and careful image quality control, we cannot completely 14 

exclude that inter-scanner variance may have influenced some of our results.
69

 However, since 15 

the focus of this study mostly involved comparison of within-subject measures (i.e., conventional 16 

volumetric vs cholinergic WM integrity biomarkers), our main conclusions should not be 17 

affected by inter-scanner variance. We also provide the break down of study participants by 18 

scanner in Supplementary Table 7, for the reader’s interest. Lastly, voxel-wise analysis showed 19 

significant differences in MD in posterior parts of the cholinergic pathways between SCD and 20 

HC. However, when using an average measure of MD in the entire cholinergic pathways, we did 21 

not observe a pronounced contribution of the cholinergic pathways to cognition in the random 22 
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forest models. Future studies could explore the contribution of more regional measures of MD to 1 

cognitive performance in SCD individuals. 2 

In conclusion, we modelled in vivo cholinergic WM pathways and investigated their integrity 3 

along the stages of the AD continuum, and in relation to cognitive performance. We showed that 4 

the integrity of the cholinergic WM pathways is associated to AD-related pathology, and it 5 

reveals alterations as early as the stage of SCD. The cholinergic WM pathways differentiated 6 

between SCD and HC groups better than the integrity of non-cholinergic WM and conventional 7 

measures of hippocampal and NBM volumes. These findings suggest that the integrity of WM 8 

cholinergic pathways is a sensitive and specific biomarker of early neurodegeneration in 9 

individuals with an Alzheimer’s pathologic change (amyloid-β positivity). 10 
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 5 

Figure legends 6 

Figure 1 Parameters of diffusivity in cholinergic pathways and remaining WM. All clinical 7 

groups differed in FA and MD compared to the HC groups in all observed pathways. (A) 8 

Average FA. (B) Average MD. ns, not statistically significant (p > 0.05), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 9 

***p < 0.001 (assessed using a two-tailed alpha). FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean 10 

diffusivity; HC, healthy controls; SCD, subjective cognitive decline MCI, mild cognitive 11 

impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease dementia.  12 

 13 

Figure 2 Voxel-wise differences in mean diffusivity (MD) between diagnostic groups and 14 

controls (cingulum pathway), controlling for age and sex. The cingulum pathway showed 15 

significantly higher MD values in the posterior/retrosplenial cingulate already in the SCD group 16 

compared with the HC group. Additional differences were present in the rostral and dorsal 17 

anterior cingulate in MCI and AD dementia groups. Voxel-wise analyses of the diffusion data 18 

(MD values) were performed using non-parametric permutation testing. Identification of 19 

significant clusters in the data was performed using threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE). 20 

Significance maps were corrected for multiple comparisons using a familywise error rate of p < 21 

0.05 (non-significant voxels are shown in green). BF mask (in purple) was inflated for 22 
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illustrative purposes. HC, healthy controls; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild 1 

cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease dementia. 2 

 3 

Figure 3 Voxel-wise difference in mean diffusivity (MD) between diagnostic groups and 4 

controls (external capsule pathway), controlling for age and sex. The external capsule 5 

pathway showed differences in the external capsule, posterior/retrosplenial cingulate, and parts 6 

of the uncinate fasciculus in SCD and MCI compared with HC. Additional differences were 7 

present in temporal and prefrontal areas in the AD dementia group. Voxel-wise analyses of the 8 

diffusion data (MD values) were performed using non-parametric permutation testing. 9 

Identification of significant clusters in the data was performed using threshold-free cluster 10 

enhancement (TFCE). Significance maps were corrected for multiple comparisons using a 11 

familywise error rate of p < 0.05 (statistically non-significant voxels are shown in green). BF 12 

mask (in purple) was inflated for illustrative purposes. HC, healthy controls; SCD, subjective 13 

cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease dementia. 14 

 15 

Figure 4 Random Forest models (increase in prediction error). In the normal cognition 16 

groups (HC and SCD), MD in the external capsule pathway was important in predicting scores in 17 

attention tests, while NBM volume and WM-hypointensities received low importance scores in 18 

all models. In the impaired cognition groups (MCI and AD dementia), NBM volume and MD in 19 

external capsule and cingulum pathways were important in predicting scores in most memory 20 

and attention tests. MD, mean diffusivity; ExCap, external capsule pathway; Cing, cingulum 21 

pathway; Rem WM, WM excluding cholinergic pathways; NBM/TIV, volume of nucleus basalis 22 
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of Meynert scaled by total intracranial volume; Var, variance; yrs, years. IncMSE, conditional 1 

variable importance computed by increase in the mean square error of prediction. This IncMSE 2 

is the result of a corresponding variable being permuted within a grid defined by the covariates 3 

that are associated to the variable of interest. 4 

 5 

Figure 5 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for diffusion and conventional 6 

MRI biomarkers. The figures show that cholinergic WM pathways outperformed other MRI 7 

biomarkers in the SCD group, and that all considered biomarkers performed better with a more 8 

advanced clinical stage of the disease in the AD continuum, in distinguishing between a clinical 9 

group and HC. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (assessed using a two-tailed alpha). MD, 10 

mean diffusivity; HC, healthy controls; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive 11 

impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease dementia; MD, mean diffusivity; ExCap, external capsule 12 

pathway; Cing, cingulum pathway; Rem WM, WM excluding cholinergic pathways; NBM vol., 13 

volume of nucleus basalis of Meynert scaled by total intracranial volume; hippocampus vol., 14 

volume of hippocampus scaled by total intracranial volume. 15 

  16 
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical variables by group  1 
 Whole 

sample 

HC SCD MCI AD dementia F-value/χ2-value 

n 402 112 172 66 52  

age 71.5 (6.5) [59–

89] 

69.1 (5.6) 

[60–81] 

71.6 (6.3)** 

[59–87] 

72.6 (6.4)** 

[61–86] 

75.2 (6.8)*** 

[60–89] 

12.6, p < 0.001 

sex (M/F) 210/192 48/64 96/76* 43/23** 23/29ns 10.6, p < 0.05 

years of education 14.3 (3.0) 14.8 (2.7) 14.5 (3.0)ns 14.1 (3.1)ns 12.6 (3.0)*** 6.9, p < 0.001 

MMSE total score 28.1 (2.9) 29.4 (0.9) 29.2 (0.9)ns 27.8 (1.8)*** 21.9 (3.1)*** 324, p < 0.001 

ADAS word list learning 

(immediate recall) 

19.8 (5.5) 23.2 (3.5) 21.6 (3.7)ns 16.4 (3.9)*** 10.7 (4.0)*** 151, p < 0.001 

ADAS word list recall 

(delayed recall) 

6.20 (2.95) 8.09 (1.62) 7.23 (1.78)* 4.03 (2.44)*** 1.24 (1.61)*** 191, p < 0.001 

ADAS figure learning (recall) 8.35 (3.40) 9.99 (1.60) 9.78 (1.79)ns 6.64 (3.22)*** 1.98 (2.18)*** 201, p < 0.001 

Trail making test A 51.0 (30.3) 43.9 (17.3) 41.0 (14.7)ns 57.0 (27.1)* 94.2 (52.2)*** 52.0, p < 0.001 

Trail making test B 116.6 (62.8) 90.5 (25.8) 101.0 (38.4)ns 133.0 (60.7)*** 244.0 (84.0)*** 100, p < 0.001 

Symbol digit modalities test 42.4 (13.3) 49.6 (9.2) 45.7 (9.8)ns 37.3 (9.8)*** 21.2 (12.0)*** 90.0, p < 0.001 

NBM volume (μl) (TIV 

corrected) 

236 (68) 272 (50) 246 (61)* 208 (62)*** 160 (58)*** 39.1, p < 0.001 

hippocampal volume (μl) 

(TIV corrected) 

6000 (1100) 6680 (870) 6200 (1100)* 5430 (950)*** 4790 (870)*** 43.9, p < 0.001 

WMH load (μl) 3954 (4826) 2421 (3311) 3516 (3870)ns 5071 (5654)* 7285 (7039)*** 9.7, p < 0.001 

APOE genotype, n 388 109 166 63 50  

APOE4 genotype, n 

(%) 

132 (34.0) 24 (22.0) 51 (30.7)ns 30 (47.6)*** 27 (54.0)*** 21.9, p < 0.001 

CSF biomarkers, n 185 40 73 47 25  

Aβ42/Aβ40 0.079 (0.029) 0.097 

(0.023) 

0.088 (0.027)ns 0.066 

(0.028)*** 

0.052 (0.017)*** 17.3, p < 0.001 

total tau (pg/ml) 486 (299) 368 (143) 378 (188)ns 544 (257)* 883 (438)*** 23.1, p < 0.001 

p-tau181 (pg/ml) 64.1 (36.7) 51.3 (17.3) 52.5 (24.7)ns 70.1 (31.8)* 107.0 (58.4)*** 16.8, p < 0.001 

 2 
Variables in the SCD, MCI, and AD dementia groups were all statistically compared to the corresponding variable in the HC group. For age and 3 
years of education an independent t-test was performed. For sex and APOE4 genotype, a chi-square test was performed. For all other variables, 4 
one-way ANCOVA were performed by setting a diagnostic group as the independent variable and age and sex as covariates. P-values result 5 
from post hoc tests between a diagnostic group and HC with Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. ns, not statistically significant (p > 6 
0.05), *p < 0.05,**p < 0.01,***p < 0.001 (assessed using a two-tailed alpha). Values reflect mean value (SD) [range] or count. HC = healthy 7 
controls; SCD = subjective cognitive decline; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; AD dementia = Alzheimer’s disease dementia; M = male; F = 8 
female; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; ADAS = The Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale; NBM volume = volume of nucleus basalis 9 
of Meynert; TIV = total intracranial volume; WHM = white matter hypointensities; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid.  10 
 11 
  12 
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